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ABSTRACT

Although the literature on online travel agencies is growing, it is fragmented and incoherent. Hence, 
this review aims to synthesize the online travel agencies and suggest directions for future research 
on online travel agencies. The review adopted an integrative literature review method by undertaking 
a review of sixty-nine empirical studies following rigorous protocols. The review presents the 
research profile, key research themes, gaps, and limitations of the prior literature. Furthermore, the 
directions of future research as well as the development of a comprehensive research framework, are 
also presented. There were five major research themes identified based on prior studies. The study 
findings will facilitate the scholars and practitioners to contemplate the diverse aspects of the online 
travel agencies ecosystem, contexts of contemporary research and the methodological progressions 
for future work. The study provides crucial implications, including integrations of online and offline 
channels, internet word-of-mouth applications and stakeholder identifications.
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CURReNT DyNAMICS AND FUTURe GROwTH OF ONLINe TRAVeL AGeNCIeS

Online travel agencies (OTAs) have a significant and transformational impact on the contemporary 
travel business, influencing both the experiences of travelers and travel service providers. OTAs 
are Web site or mobile applications specializing in selling travel-related products and services by 
providing consumers with ease of use and convenience (More & Thomases, 2018). They are potent 
channels contributing to the sales and revenues of hotels by strengthening the challenge of price and 
service-based competition (Caliskan et al., 2013). Besides, OTAs provide a trusted and effective 
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platform for consumers to dream, shop, buy travels, and share information about their experiences 
(Carroll & Sileo, 2014); and are a valuable tool for preserving market positions, fulfilling consumer 
demands, and executing integrated marketing strategies (Carroll & Sileo, 2014).

There is a growing trend among consumers to rely on OTAs, such as Expedia, to organize their 
trip arrangements (Statista Research Department, 2024) independently. Subsequently, numerous 
firms are utilizing mobile apps and Web sites in this sector (Leung et al., 2018; Liu & Law, 2013). 
The influence of OTAs on the tourism industry and its clientele is demonstrated by prominent OTAs’ 
(e.g., Expedia and booking.com) substantial revenue, which exceeded 90 billion USD each in 2018 
(Statista Research Department, 2024). The tourism sector has grown faster than the trade of goods 
and services since 2012 (United Nations World Tourism Organization, 2016), and international 
tourism now represents close to 7% of the world’s exports in goods and services (United Nations 
World Tourism Organization, 2019). This growth in the tourism industry can be attributed to a certain 
degree to the accelerated adoption of technological innovations (e.g., e-services and mobile apps) 
(Belias et al., 2017). These innovations and growing consumer savviness have resulted in profound 
and far-reaching changes in the tourism sector (Xiang, 2018).

A result of the increasing significance of OTAs in the tourism industry has been a notable increase 
in the number of studies exploring various facets of OTAs. These aspects include hotels’ profitability as 
well as performance (Caliskan et al., 2013), competition among service providers (Roma et al., 2015), 
and examining the impact of OTAs on customer satisfaction (Ali, 2016) and loyalty (Lee et al., 2016; 
Torres et al., 2013). Additionally, studies have been conducted on how OTAs enact opportunities for 
sustaining competitive advantages by exploiting context-aware data gathered from customers’ choices 
and lifestyles (Kim & Kim, 2017) and how hotels are cooperating with OTAs to increase their market 
share (Ling et al., 2014). While these studies have made valuable contributions to the advancement 
of research in OTAs, it is essential to acknowledge that the discipline encompasses a considerably 
more comprehensive range of topics. Furthermore, the research on OTAs has evolved in a disjointed 
fashion, making it challenging to discern the scope of the discipline and its advancements.

A comprehensive and structured literature review (SLR) addresses these concerns effectively. It 
would advance the current body of knowledge in this field. The SLR methodology has been utilized 
because of three main reasons. First, it helps scholars to obtain a state-of-art overview of research 
on any given topic (Burgess et al., 2019). Second, SLRs can assist in identifying contradictions or 
inconsistencies about previously examined associations in literature and explicate the reasons for the 
same (Cooper et al., 2003; Piper, 2013). Third, a well-conducted SLR can enable scholars to dissect 
important research themes, gaps, and limitations of prior studies to delineate possible avenues of future 
research (Aznoli & Navimipour, 2017; Mallett et al., 2012). Further, SLRs can assist researchers by 
reducing the bias and chance effect, which enhances the legitimacy of data (Reim et al., 2015) and, 
subsequently, their derived insights. Thus, SLRs can assist in deriving pertinent conclusions from prior 
research and clarifying the development of a research field (Reim et al., 2015; Tranfield et al., 1995).

This SLR addressed three primary research questions (RQs):

1.  What is the research profile of the prior body of literature on OTAs?
2.  What are the different research themes scholars investigated in the prior literature on OTAs?
3.  What are the gaps and limitations of prior literature, and what are the different avenues of future 

research on OTAs?

To address the first RQ and elucidate the present state of research in this field, the authors 
undertook a comprehensive descriptive study of existing literature. The data illustrated the pattern 
of the mean quantity of citations. Additionally, the data provided an overview of key statistical 
measures, including research methodologies, publishing schedules, and authorial contributions, 
among other relevant factors. In relation to the second RQ, to ascertain research themes, the authors 
synthesized various research studies. They also determined the correlation between the factors 
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influencing the utilization of OTAs to analyze the research themes. To address the third RQ, the 
authors thoroughly examined several research gaps and limitations in previous literature on the topic, 
which prompted identifying and presenting options for further research. Then, the authors organized 
these avenues within a complete framework that can guide future scholars seeking to advance the 
current understanding of OTAs.

Thus, the authors’ review aimed to address the existing gaps in the literature by providing 
a complete and rigorous analysis of the OTAs industry. In this study, the researchers aimed to 
comprehensively analyze and consolidate the fundamental components of the OTA domain, and 
determine the most pertinent areas that need further scholarly investigation. As a result, this study 
offers an innovative and novel perspective on OTAs. The authors identified five critical themes: 
Customer buying decisions, online rating and reviews, revenue management and pricing, Web site 
effectiveness and experiences, channel sales, distribution methods, and social media presence. The 
authors thoroughly analyzed these themes and identified gaps, limitations, and potential areas for 
further research under each theme. The study additionally presents a conceptual framework that 
considers the perspectives of customers, businesses, and online travel agents. This framework was 
produced by drawing upon various insights from a systematic literature review.

The authors’ study will provide valuable guidance for future research endeavors in OTAs. 
However, it is essential to note that this contribution extends beyond the confines of academia. This 
research offers valuable insights into the OTA industry, which can be utilized by various practitioners, 
including management personnel and service providers in the lodging, hotel, airline, and travel 
booking agency sectors. This information can aid in these professionals’ evaluation and decision-
making processes, specifically in understanding customers’ expectations and creating personalized 
customer experiences. Also, it helps them identify customers, which drives the firm’s profitability 
and performance, optimizing costs in the relevant areas and reducing expenses.

The subsequent sections of the paper are organized as follows. The literature review provides a 
comprehensive examination and evaluation of previous scholarly works about research topics within 
the context of the OTA ecosystem. The Methodology section provides an overview of the authors’ 
technique in conducting this literature analysis. It also gives summary statistics that outline the current 
state of research in the field, such as citation score, publication chronology, country of study, and 
notable contributors. The Results section presents a complete framework of earlier research, aiming 
to enhance current understanding of the function of OTAs in the tourist sector. This framework also 
offers an overview of the application network of OTAs, specifically about consumers and service 
providers. The Conclusion section serves as the final part of the study, presenting the implications 
and limitations.

LITeRATURe ReVIew

The authors’ review of previous literature related to OTAs evidenced that scholars had carried out an 
in-depth investigation on several elements of this dynamic and complex area. An important research 
topic in this area is understanding user behavior and preferences, entailing a thorough examination of 
how travelers interact with OTAs to plan their journeys (Li et al., 2021; Ye et al., 2019), and taking 
into account the numerous variables that affect their selection of OTA (Liu et al., 2020; Talwar et 
al., 2020a), the patterns that direct their search behavior (Pop et al., 2022; Talwar et al., 2020b), and 
the complex decision-making processes that result in the ultimate booking decision (Bigne et al., 
2020; Halkiopoulos et al., 2022). Scholars also explored how user-generated content (e.g., reviews, 
ratings, and feedback) influences travellers’ booking decisions and builds OTA trust (Albayrak et 
al., 2020; Ray & Bala, 2021).

OTAs’ pricing tactics were another intriguing and diverse field of study (Elgarhy, 2023; Kim et 
al., 2020). Researchers explored the nuances of how OTAs determine and oversee the prices of their 
products within this arena (Sreen et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023). In different studies, researchers 
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examined several pricing methods, including dynamic pricing, bundling, and discounts (Mumbower 
et al., 2023; Wahyuni et al., 2022).

Researchers have many opportunities to explore the unquestionably important and always-
changing role that technology and innovation play inside OTAs (Choi et al., 2022; Gursoy et al., 
2022; Sharma et al., 2022). The adoption and effects of cutting-edge technologies such as blockchain, 
artificial intelligence (AI), augmented reality, and virtual reality on the services OTAs offer are 
only a few of the important aspects of this research area. Research showed that the creation of AI-
powered chatbots and virtual assistants that can respond to client inquiries, customize suggestions, 
and expedite the reservation process plays an essential role in OTA adoption (Calvares et al., 2023; 
Zhu et al., 2023). Studies also evaluated how AI might enhance customer satisfaction, response times, 
and OTAs’ overall efficacy in meeting the needs of travelers (Gupta et al., 2023; Talwar et al., 2022). 
With its focus on security, transparency, and decentralized record-keeping, blockchain presents an 
intriguing research topic for the context of OTAs (Ampountolas et al., 2022; Su et al., 2022). The 
scholarly investigation included how blockchain technology is incorporated into OTA platforms to 
augment credibility, optimize payment procedures, and eradicate counterfeit listings (Jain et al., 2023; 
Madanaguli et al., 2022).

To expansively comprehend the OTA landscape, a deep plunge into the competitive underlying 
forces is necessary, which also entails examining how traditional travel agencies, metasearch engines, 
and the trend of direct hotel and airline booking have affected OTA operations (Singh et al., 2022; 
Ye et al., 2022). Research on how OTAs promote environmentally friendly and ethical travel options 
is becoming increasingly relevant in light of a growing emphasis on sustainability and responsible 
tourism (Deb et al., 2022; Dhir & Srivastava, 2023). Studies examined customer preferences for eco-
friendly lodging, travel, and entertainment (Paul & Roy, 2023; Xia et al., 2022).

The retention and loyalty of customers are essential components of OTA business strategies. 
Scholars examined the tactics utilized by OTAs to foster and preserve client loyalty, entailing 
determining the elements that result in recurring reservations and long-lasting client connections 
and examining the effectiveness of loyalty programs and reward schemes (Agarwal et al., 2022; 
Rasmidatta, 2022; Santos et al., 2022).

Constantly changing market trends and upheavals significantly impact the OTAs industry. 
Scholars examined how outside variables, such as natural catastrophes, pandemics, and economic 
downturns, impact the OTA industry and how OTAs adjust their services and business plans in 
response (Chaudhary et al., 2023; Sharma et al., 2022).

In addition, researchers studied the changing regulatory environment and its effects, including 
issues with taxation, consumer protection, and anticompetitive behavior (Minoia & Jokela, 2022; 
Yallop et al., 2023). Further investigation covered the importance of alliances with hotels, airlines, 
rental car agencies, and other travel service providers in the OTA business model, along with a platform 
and distribution channel analysis of how OTAs reach their clientele (Migdadi, 2022; Wan et al., 2022).

Other research topics on OTAs were customer service and support, which are crucial to the 
OTA experience (Afaq et al., 2023; Jo et al., 2022). Some scholars investigated the level of customer 
service OTAs offer, considering elements such as response times, problem-solving, and support for 
various contact channels (Buhalis & Moldavska, 2022; Sharma et al., 2023). As to social media and 
influencer marketing, researchers evaluated how well social media initiatives and influencer marketing 
work promote travel reservations made through OTAs (Seyfi et al., 2022; Yuan et al., 2022).

In summary, the theoretical framework the authors developed based on earlier studies about 
OTAs offers a strong basis for comprehending this vibrant and constantly changing sector. This 
framework provides a thorough grasp of the many facets of OTA services, including user behavior, 
pricing strategies, technology advancements, market dynamics, and regulatory issues.
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MeTHODOLOGy

In conjunction with prior SLRs, the authors conducted this study in three main stages (Kitchenham & 
Charters, 2007; Tranfield et al., 2003;), including planning, executing, and reporting the review (Figure 
1). The authors determined planning the review, study objectives, research questions, appropriate 
databases, and article selection (i.e., inclusion and exclusion) criteria. The inclusion criteria ensured 
that all “English” language “articles” in sync with the searched keywords “online travel agency” and 
“online travel agencies” and present in Scopus and Web of Science “journals” were included for further 
analysis. The exclusion criteria ensured that duplicates or similar studies, studies before the year 2005, 
studies not matching the central theme under research, and thesis, editorials, and monograms were 
excluded from further analysis. This was followed by the execution of the review, which involved 
keyword searches through predetermined databases and curation of relevant studies. The final stage 
dealt with reporting the review results, including the research profile, emergent themes, gaps, and 
future research agendas.

Planning and execution
The authors defined three distinct RQs to obtain appropriate and detailed insights from the research 
profile, thematic analysis, and discussion of the gaps and limitations of prior studies. In accordance 
with the RQs and objectives, the authors considered utilizing “online travel agency” and “online travel 
agencies” as the keywords. They deliberately chose these broad keywords to enhance the inclusivity 
of the search results and adopt a broad scope of review for prior research that could be appropriate 
for this SLR. The authors considered two popular databases, namely Scopus and Web of Science, 
for conducting the keyword search to extract relevant studies. They chose these databases as they 
are popular among scholars due to their representation of extensive scientific and interdisciplinary 
information (Yeung, 2019). The researchers executed the keyword search by searching the title, 
abstract, and keywords of the studies indexed in these databases, leading to the initial identification of 
316 studies. Subsequently, these results underwent an initial screening to ensure the appropriateness 
and effectiveness of the search strategy and results (Zhang et al., 2011), which led to the exclusion 
of 168 articles. The authors screened the full text of 148 remaining articles in accordance with the 
predetermined inclusion and exclusion criteria (Figure 1) to determine relevant studies for further 
analysis (Rowley & Slack, 2012; Torsello et al., 2012), leading to the removal of 45 articles from 
further consideration. Additionally, they excluded 24 articles at this stage, as they considered these 
articles out of the scope of their SLR. Further, the researchers used the ABS ranking measure to 
assess the source of the remaining 79 articles to ensure that the results represent high-quality studies. 
They considered only those articles published in ABS ranked journals (Title & Review, 2018), and 
excluded 13 articles for not meeting this criterion. Lastly, they conducted citation chaining (forward 
and backward) to complete the feedback loop for the remaining articles. Citation chaining led to 
the identification of three articles that met the article selection criteria, and the final dataset for this 
research thus included 69 studies.

Then, the authors utilized content analysis to comprehensively examine and discuss the gaps 
prior studies had addressed, their findings, limitations, and suggested future research directions. 
Content analysis is preferred for organizing and eliciting meaning from qualitative data in order to 
draw realistic and logical conclusions (Bengtsson, 2016). Furthermore, it helps develop theories, 
schematic models, and conceptual frameworks (Assarroudi, 2018). Subsequently, the authors used 
the derived insights from thematic content analysis to ascertain the appropriate scope for future 
research, which two researchers performed independently. The authors amalgamated the findings 
of both researchers based on mutual agreement to explicate the final research themes and pertinent 
discussion they presented in this study.
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Research Profile
The authors conducted a descriptive dataset analysis to explicate the current research profile in this 
field. Their examination of the annual scientific production of relevant studies suggested a surge in 
the number of studies pertaining to OTAs from 2016 onwards (Figure 2). However, the examination 
of the trend on the average number of citations suggested that the highest numbers of average citations 

Figure 1. The protocol for systematic literature review
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were registered for the studies of the year 2011, that is, the studies published in the year 2011 are 
cited by most authors (Figure 5). Thus, the authors concluded that studies published in 2011 may 
provide a foundational basis for further research in the field.

Rob Law (Hong Kong) was found to be the most productive author in terms of the number of 
contributions to the dataset (Figure 3), and the International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality 
Management is the leading outlet for these publications (Figure 4). In terms of the geolocation of 
leading authors of curated studies, the United States emerged as the leading geographical base of 
such authors (Figure 6). The region-wise collaboration depicts the cross-geographical research in 
the OTA literature, wherein the bubble size determines the magnitude of the research done in the 
specific regions, while the linking lines depict the region-wise collaboration (Figure 7). The USA, 
China, and South Korea have the highest number of author collaborations. This depiction suggested 
that, in terms of authors, developed economies may be leading the foray into OTA-related research.

Additionally, the geographic scope of research for curated studies suggested that scholarly focus 
on OTAs has been primarily relegated to Europe, some parts of Asia, North and South America, and 
Australia (Figure 8). This indicates a distinct gap in geographic focus in OTA research, due to a lack 
of focus on developing economies that are being acknowledged as emergent tourist destinations, such 
as India, Vietnam, and Cambodia.

The authors examined the word clouds based on the author keywords and the selected studies’ 
titles (Figure 9), which gave an overview of the commonly used keywords in the prior literature. These 
keywords reflect primary areas of applications and topics addressed in research pertaining to OTAs. 
The word clouds suggest that, on one hand, most of the studies concentrated on topics involving “travel, 
hotel, booking, and tourism suggesting management” as one of the themes of study, and “reviews, 
satisfaction, and loyalty” as another theme dealing with behavioral aspects of customers. The word 
clouds evidence the researchers’ interest till now while investigating OTAs.

Figure 2. Scientific production of the studies
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ReSULTS

OTAs are continuously growing and evolving, and there is a need for effective Web sites and mobile 
applications that can increase traffic. The authors’ thorough previous literature review on OTAs led 
to a comprehensive and consistent framework comprising six main components. Every element of 
the comprehensive framework is associated with the other (Figure 10).

Based on the SLR, the framework shows the role of three major stakeholders of OTAs, including 
consumers/ travelers, establishments, and online agencies. The travelers or consumers can be individual 
travelers and a group of individuals like family, peers, and business travelers. Similarly, the owners 
and the management staff of any lodging or establishment can be a part of travel services, including 
hotels or airlines. Travel booking agencies include online and offline booking establishments of 
any travel or tourism service availed by a traveler and play a crucial role in ensuring service quality. 

Figure 4. The most productive authors

Figure 3. Average citations of studies per year
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Online travel booking convenience reflects the social interaction between reviewers, tourists, and 
hoteliers, representing a social relationship (Hou et al., 2019). The continuously growing market 
and popularity of different OTAs bring in healthy competition, providing the customers a variety of 
choices and making the entire booking experience easy.

Dependent Variables
The three main dependent variables that the authors found to impact the OTA functioning are customer 
satisfaction, customer loyalty, and repurchase intention. These dependent variables are a result and are 
influenced by factors such as customer attitude, lifestyle, service quality and hedonic value, perceived 

Figure 5. The most productive journals

Figure 6. Geolocation (country) of the first author
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benefit, perceived risk, and brand trust. The prior literature proved that customer satisfaction directly 
results from customer attitude and perceived service quality (Ali, 2016; Chang et al., 2018; Sun et al., 
2020). Loyalty has been considered an essential variable in terms of customers and establishments. 
According to Albayrak et al. (2019) and Ozturk et al. (2017), Web site quality, service experience, and 
customer brand trust, which is a mediating variable, are the factors that influence the brand loyalty 

Figure 8. Collaboration between authors by country

Figure 7. Country-Wise presentation of research studies
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of any OTA. Customers are attracted to Web sites with high interactivity and quality (Albayrak et 
al., 2019), and, thus, marinating the site as an easy-to-use and attractive platform is essential. Finally, 
the purchase and repurchase intentions are triggered by the customer’s mood, perceived pricing, and 
perceived service quality (Chen et al., 2017; Hsu et al., 2012).

Consumer-Related Factors
In prior studies, scholars deeply analyzed OTAs on the factors that form a basis of consumers’ 
perspective towards the former. According to the studies, seven main factors, from the consumers’ 
perspective, influence their booking decisions: Satisfaction, trust, attitude, expectations, reviews/
evaluation, service perception, and loyalty. Customer attitude and expectations are the core drivers 
for repurchase intentions and, thus, satisfaction (Agarwal et al., 2023; Mehrotra & Agarwal, 2009; 
Sun et al., 2020). Customer satisfaction is responsible for the rise in demand for an online booking 
agency (Hou et al., 2019). Further, Albayrak et al. (2019) explained that customer trust and loyalty 
are the factors responsible for the perceived service quality of the travel establishments.

Factors Related to Hotels and Airlines
Hotels and airlines play a crucial role with travel agencies to provide quality service to travelers. 
The variables that influence factors with respect to hotels and airlines are service quality, aesthetics, 
cooperation with online agencies, and dynamic pricing. As perceived by the consumer, service 
quality is based on their past experiences with the hotels, including aesthetics and functional value 
(Tolkach & Tse, 2016). According to Beritelli and Schegg (2016), the entire service experience is 
an integrated outcome of any establishment’s cooperation with online and offline booking agencies 
with transparent service components promised to be delivered. Varella et al. (2017) explained that 
hotels as independent identities should dynamically manage their pricing strategies to achieve an 
advantage over their counterparts.

Factors Related to Online and Offline Booking Travel Agencies
The present studies focus on the OTA revolution and the changes experienced by the tourism industry 
with the introduction of OTAs. The agency-related factors include (i) e-service quality, (ii) service 

Figure 9. Keyword clouds based on the title of selected studies
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recovery, and (iii) brand value. Berbegal-Mirabent et al. (2016) explained that a travel agency’s overall 
review and rating are mainly impacted by the quality of its website and online customer interaction. 
The service recovery (online and offline) and the responsiveness help the agencies to position 
themselves uniquely (Kirillova & Chan 2018). Ha and Janda (2016) highlighted that brand value is 
created through customer trust and loyalty gained through past booking experiences.

Moderating Factors
In prior studies, scholars deeply analyzed OTAs on the factors that form the basis of dependencies of 
the final result by deciding its intensity. The authors’ SLR allowed for enough moderating variables 
that can affect customers’ response towards the OTAs, such as geographical location of travel, familial 
influences while booking, and customer’s knowledge of competitive factors of different OTAs. They 
provide an effective measure of a particular customer’s behavior towards the OTAs and their choice 
of selection, getting affected by their exposure to a certain environment. For example, prior studies 
proposed that customer demographics such as age, gender, and income groups are some of the variables 

Figure 10. Comprehensive framework
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that affect the strength of the relationship between customer expectation and booking intentions (Gao 
& Bai, 2014). Also, customer or electronic word-of-mouth moderates purchase decisions (Lin & Lu, 
2010). Further variables such as past service experiences and perceived risk are other factors that 
moderate the relationship between customers’ buying intention and final purchase (Albayrak et al., 
2019; Belarmino & Koh, 2018).

Control Factors
The study proposes some variables that act as constant factors while making purchase decisions. The 
variables include hotel aesthetics, customer demographics, and the day and time of stay or booking, 
which are the control variables. For example, the arrival day’s control variable can determine the 
booking cancellation outcome, which is otherwise dependent on bookings or seasonal bookings (Falk, 
2018). Further, the online displayed visual esthetics plays a crucial role in controlling the impact of 
factors such as expected service quality on the intention to make a booking (Kirillova & Chan, 2018).

DISCUSSION

Thematic content analysis of the curated studies resulted in the development of five broad research 
themes. The authors discussed the themes from the point of view of three stakeholders, namely, 
customers, service providers (i.e., hotels and airlines), and OTAs. Additionally, they developed a 
comprehensive framework (Figure 10) in the Results section to highlight the individual attributes of 
these stakeholders.

Customer Purchase Decisions
Prior literature examined different variables influencing the consumer’s buying decision concerning 
OTAs. Davidson et al. (2011) demonstrated the importance of the esthetic value of tangible 
characteristics before the service encounter, which offers customers a quality clue of the stay. According 
to Gao and Bai (2014), OTAs establish online customer experience through Web atmospherics to 
evoke purchase intention and improve satisfaction.

Bernardo et al. (2013) explained that OTAs tend to create a balance between equality and service 
recovery parameters to build customer satisfaction, further influencing customer loyalty. Moreover, 
Bernardo et al. (2012) examined that equality creates the customers’ perceived value through functional 
and hedonic attributes, which helps them evaluate and choose among the alternatives. Torres et 
al. (2013) suggested that service quality is an antecedent of satisfaction that influences behavioral 
intention and is reflected through online reviews based on perceived quality.

Sun et al. (2020) identified the mediating role of customer attitude and perceived behavioral 
control between mobile usability and satisfaction, and proposed OTAs to assure the convenience 
and speed of the mobile service to establish a positive perception. Ozturk et al. (2016) found that 
customers seek easy online navigation and a convenient experience; therefore, marketers should focus 
on user-friendly and intuitive shopping experiences and develop competencies that address customers 
to develop loyalty. Therefore, Liu et al. (2016) suggested that OTAs can cultivate customer loyalty by 
improving the likelihood of the customer experiencing flow. In order to increase consumers’ likelihood 
of purchasing, Chen et al. (2017) suggested that opaque-selling Web sites should cautiously select 
the Web site display information and enhance communications with the consumers.

Gaps and Limitations
Although the evaluations and observational techniques through interventions on the test segments are 
proven to be of significant benefit, some gaps exist in prior research in these aspects. Firstly, there 
are insufficient studies on the efforts made by the OTAs and travel firms for high-value customers 
to target customer loyalty and build respective loyalty programs. Secondly, only service recovery 
concerning OTA was explored, and no attempts are made in the context of independent hotels. Further, 
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only mobile-based bookings and payments were observed, and results were established on that basis 
(Sun et al., 2020). Scholars highlighted this gap in the prior literature, that is, the geographical origin 
of the sample of existing studies prevents the generalizability of the study results (Berbegal-Mirabent 
et al., 2016; Bernardo et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019). Further, in prior literature 
scholars did not examine the issues regarding customer expectations from the use of OTAs as well 
as the collaboration between OTAs with offline and traditional channels (Ha & Janda, 2016). For 
example, booking expectations of consumers across different destinations may vary with the type of 
experience offered, that is, a bundle of services (Ha & Janda, 2016).

Avenues for Future Research
Firstly, future studies should explore the dimensions of OTA and travel firms’ efforts on customer 
retention tactics by measuring frequent repurchase and loyalty. Secondly, the researchers should work 
on the service recovery methods opted for by the travel firms to retain customers and their impact 
on customers’ online booking choices. Future studies need to examine the cultural, psychological, 
demographical, and behavioral elements to explore the differences in expectations and attitudes of 
consumers toward OTAs belonging to different cultural backgrounds (Sun et al., 2020). In addition, 
future studies need to investigate the effects of characteristics of travel participants in terms of 
family status (e.g., single participants, couples, and families with children) for more generalized 
results (Ha, 2016). Ha and Janda (2016) explained the significance of customers’ expectations of 
the service before consumption and suggested that research studies on OTAs should closely monitor 
the quality perceptions of customers. Gu and Ye (2014) suggested that travel firms should reexamine 
their resource allocation strategy for online management responses and prioritize their customers 
according to their satisfaction levels.

Online Rating and Reviews
Prior literature explored the dimension of OTA online visibility and customer involvement (Aureli & 
Supino, 2017; Belarmino & Koh, 2018). Wang et al. (2016) found that OTA apps users are more likely 
to use these apps mainly for deals, customer reviews, and hotel searches. Cui et al. (2019) explained 
that online travel reviews reflect social interaction between reviewers and tourists, which online 
platforms should take as an advantage to guide more consumers to post high-quality information for 
an adequate evaluation. The impact of negative reviews, as studied by Thorbjørnsen et al. (2007), is 
more related to tangible components like room features and buffet, and has a more significant impact 
than actively positive reviews, which include nontangible components such as personal staff or comfort.

Raguseo et al. (2017) suggested that, to drive higher profit margins, hotels should evolve their 
practices to engage customers in writing readable and accurate stories of their stay experience rather 
than merely writing a review. According to Rhee and Yang (2015), travelers with different trip purposes 
tend to rate each attribute differently; hence, hoteliers should be able to assess the purpose of traveling 
for each guest beforehand and offer their exclusive attributes in the best condition. The hotel star 
ratings provided by the OTAs and the customer rating scores assist consumers in identifying hotel 
service quality and pricing levels. Therefore, star ratings are one of the main factors that facilitate 
the consumers’ selection of a hotel (Leung et al., 2018).

Gaps and Limitations
Prior literature examined the different aspects of customer reviews and ratings as a means to improve 
service quality (Aureli & Supino, 2017). However, at the same time, it did not include the exploration of 
many other equally interesting aspects. For example, the effect of specific service clues on customers’ 
moods during service consumption and review is not known, yet. Furthermore, prior studies did not 
identify the actual number of critics and disparagers of OTAs and their impact on the overall OTA 
industry. The research investigations involving ratings and reviews/feedback have problems of system 
unfairness or consumer evaluation bias. A specific sample comprising a particular demographic of 
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travelers or internal customers can have biased behavior while contributing as reviewers (Stangl et 
al., 2016). In some studies, the examined reviews were from only one lodging (Belarmino & Koh, 
2018), and some studies used manipulated Web site pictures as a forced exposure setting (Chen et 
al., 2017). This leads to the loss of validity and reliability in some of the results.

Avenues for Future Research
Prior research proposed and suggested many scopes of future research regarding the reviews and 
rating aspects of OTAs. Firstly, studies in the future could identify the impact of navigation paths and 
channels on a Web site on the final experience and review provided by the visitor (Hou et al., 2019). 
Further, future studies can explore the dimension of biases of customer reviews oriented towards 
particular factors (i.e., tangible or intangible). Also, future studies must investigate the ratings from 
the perspective of independent hotels, and not through OTAs, to have a factual comparison between 
them (Belarmino & Koh, 2018). Researchers also suggest that it is essential to explore the concept 
of acceptance of new instruments of online visibility of OTAs such as social media and customer 
communities (Agarwal & Mehrotra, 2023; Raguseo et al., 2017; Vinoi et al., 2024). According to 
Rhee and Yang (2015), travelers with different trip purposes tend to rate each attribute differently. 
Hence, researchers should assess the use of traveling purposes and suggest that hoteliers offer their 
exclusive attributes in the best condition.

Revenue Management and Pricing
Many prior studies examined the effects of pricing on consumer travel preferences and the financial 
management of OTAs and traditional hotels (Ropero, 2011; Yang & Leung, 2018). Leung et al. 
(2014) identified that no single OTA channel offered the best price for all high-rated services; hence, 
consumers are bound to explore different websites to find the best possible rates. Further, Kim et al. 
(2019) found that the reason for varying consumer travel preferences was the price dispersion among 
OTAs and, therefore, recommended that OTAs present a range of similar hotel rooms as a part of 
the parent Web site followed by an exclusive price presentation tactic to offer an attractive price to 
consumers. Also, Law et al. (2010) highlighted the propositions of lowest airfares and shortest durations 
provided by airlines to tap the new target market of online consumers and influence their search.

Yang and Leung (2018) suggested that OTAs should target exclusive service providers, as there 
exists a price and discount disparity between online and offline travel agencies, which is influenced by 
their reputation and consumer base. Ropero (2011) discussed the importance of product differentiation 
and competition on pricing policy in the hotel industry, identifying the higher probability of price rise 
with the delivery of high quality. Therefore, as per Lee et al. (2015), OTAs plan appropriate financial 
management for firm size and spend wisely on advertising expenditures to decrease systematic risks.

Chen et al. (2017) examined the effect of price preferences based on mood intentions (i.e., happy, 
neutral, and sad) on consumer buying intentions, which are triggered through the mood-threatening 
cues prompted by commercials in order to expedite the consumer booking process. Varella et al. 
(2017) discussed the profile regulations and new booking adjustments done by incumbent airlines 
in competition with low-cost carriers to cater to the target market of new customers. Therefore, as 
Sun et al. (2015) suggested, establishments can develop new systems to track rate fluctuations across 
OTAs to ensure the appropriate range of rates and hence provide the best rate.

Gaps and Limitations
Some of the research evidenced specific issues and disparities of pricing factors. Firstly, the pricing 
and revenue studies only focused on the OTA perspective. There are few studies on the customers’ 
price perspective and expectation factors. Secondly, prior research focused only on OTAs’ competitive 
and dynamic pricing. The best price offered is yet to be explored.

Further, in some studies, the pricing behavior of OTAs resembled only a Web site, creating a 
perplexity in the pricing information (Chen et al., 2017). Also, there existed price variability for 
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different e-service platforms, even for similar rated hotels, making it difficult to generalize the price 
and value different OTA Web sites offered to the customers (Chen et al., 2017). In the studies on the 
pricing premiums and ceilings, the researchers measured the price parity of channels across a short 
period (e.g., months); therefore, it cannot be generalized (Sun et al., 2020).

Avenues for Future Research
Future research should be focused on analyzing the OTAs by identifying the methods they use for 
price comparisons. Similarly, research is necessary on the ways OTAs can implement to compete and 
propose the best price of similar rated hotels/airlines. Further, future research should investigate the 
customer’s perspective on price selection and its relationship with service quality. There is a rising 
need to study the relative pricing methods of online and offline travel agencies impacting customer 
decision diversification (Yang & Leung, 2018). Finally, future research needs to investigate the 
interaction and effects between cross-channel and dynamic pricing using a more comprehensive 
approach and a large sample size (Yang & Leung, 2018).

web Site effectiveness and experiences
In extant literature, scholars examined the influence of OTA Web site interactivity, functionality, 
and convenience on customers’ buying decisions and experiences (Cao & Yang, 2016; Ye et al., 
2019). They highlighted the significance of Web site quality in design, information, gratification, and 
rewarding dimensions and its relationship with hedonic value, customer trust, and loyalty (Albayrak 
et al., 2019). As Li et al. (2015) discussed, Web site navigation paths act as an essential parameter 
for travel planning. There is a need for training in advanced online marketing techniques, such as 
search engine marketing, to identify navigation patterns followed during travel planning. Moreover, 
Cao and Yang (2016) suggested that hotel managers should compare distinct features of tourism Web 
sites to determine the aspects of Web sites that need improvement to improve customer experience.

Ali (2016) found that, since the perceived flow acts as a mediator between hotel Web site quality 
and customer satisfaction, hotel managers can allocate resources to develop a high-quality Web site 
flow to generate customers’ favorable feelings. Hsu et al. (2012) identified that Web site quality acts as a 
stimulus to enjoyable and exciting experiences on the Internet, which leads to positive buying behavior 
and satisfaction of customers. Ye et al. (2016) suggested ways of Web site quality improvements by 
identifying the performance attributes that contribute to customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction. To 
improve customer experience, Ye et al. (2019) suggested that personalized marketing efforts and 
brand enhancement are essential to cultivating brand preferences and creating a loyal consumer base.

Gaps and Limitations
Extant literature focused mainly on attributes offered by OTA Web sites and not on mobile apps. 
Also, very few studies described the associations of Web site attributes with respect to the correlation 
and interdependencies between OTAs and independent hotels, such as displaying add-on services 
(e.g. laundry, pick up and drop). Prior literature provided an analysis of the association between 
Web site quality, interactivity, functionality, user experience, and purchase decisions (Ali,2016; Ye 
et al., 2019). However, in comparison to this, the association between customer Web site visits and 
actual purchasing is not known, even though patterns of navigation paths followed by customers on 
the travel booking websites is known (Li et al., 2015). Similarly, the association between Web design 
and performance metrics, such as conversion rate, is unknown (Mcdowell et al., 2016).

Avenues for Future Research
Future studies should focus on the effectiveness and attributes of the OTA mobile apps, as scholars 
conducted research only on Web site attributes. Secondly, the visibility of comparisons of prices and 
service quality between similar hotels and their promotional dependencies on OTA Web sites should be 
explored. Also, there is a need for effective Web site operations for travel agencies concerning quality 
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and ease of use, helping customers make wise purchase decisions that lead to delightful experiences. 
Future research should investigate other functional features of Web sites that may influence consumer 
brand experience (Ye et al., 2019). Future studies should also explore the effect of Web site brand 
image on loyalty and other variables (Albayrak et al., 2019). Further research can determine the effect 
of e-quality and e-recovery (i.e., online FAQs, chatbots, and contact centers) on consumer behavior 
(e.g., satisfaction and e-word of mouth) (Määttä, 2007).

Channel Sales, Distribution Strategies, and Social Media Presence
Prior literature has explored various channel integrations and the choices customers witness while 
booking a travel service for the most suitable option. (Stangl et al., 2016) presents a view of the co-
dependencies of OTAs and hotels by suggesting that OTAs should not take control over the hotel’s 
core service and, later, should develop exclusive marketing strategies by setting up effective loyalty 
programs. Another dimension of co-functionalities was discussed by Masiero and Law, (2016) by 
comparing the significance of both direct and indirect channels (OTAs and Destination marketing 
organizations) of travel and tourism and their influence on customers’ final purchase.

The causal factors that influence online channel selection are discussed by Castillo-Manzano 
and López-Valpuesta, (2010). Their study suggests that demographic and behavioral factors are 
responsible for channel preference, and with the advent of information technology, the internet has 
a clear sway in impacting customer evaluation. Beritelli and Schegg, (2016) discuss the hoteliers’ 
dilemma of selecting an OTA channel from countless OTAs, suggesting that hoteliers must raise 
their presence on different OTA channels to optimize money and resources and increase market 
coverage. Meanwhile, Inversini and Masiero (2014) highlight the importance of online and social 
media existence for hoteliers to foster sales through a professional, coherent, consistent presence 
enhancing human and technological resources.

Gaps and Limitations
A smaller number of studies explored the relationship and dependencies between hotels and OTAs. 
There is a need to address the interdependency of all the online and offline channels and their 
cross-functionalities for an in-depth understanding of the rising collaborative markets, in order to 
help hoteliers successfully distribute their services globally through OTAs (Stangl et al., 2016). 
Undoubtedly, prior studies explored the dimensions of different online distribution channels, strategies, 
and online visibility of tourism firms and services (Castillo-Manzano & López-Valpuesta, 2010). 
However, these studies explain the distribution and social media presence only through the hotels’ 
and consumers’ perspectives, not the OTA’s perspective.

Avenues for Future Research
The subject of research on OTAs is dynamic and always changing, due to shifts in customer preferences 
and technology. There are several avenues in which future studies related to OTAs can be undertaken.

Future studies in this area can examine the ways in which design features, user interface, and 
user experience affect consumer satisfaction and the reservation process. Research on the efficacy of 
chatbots, mobile app interfaces, and personalization features may fall under this category.

Future studies may focus on online channel distribution and customer preferences concerning 
OTAs. Also, customers’ expectations while selecting a particular OTA website or app for travel and 
booking must be explored.

Researchers could examine how machine learning and AI may improve chatbots, recommendation 
engines, and personalization on OTAs. It is critical to comprehend how AI can be used to enhance 
consumer experiences and boost conversions. Research on how OTAs might maximize the large volume 
of data they get in the areas of data analytics and big data is needed. Predictive analytics, pricing 
tactics, demand forecasting, and comprehension of consumer behavior can all be included in this.
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An additional study could identify the connection between online and offline channels, particularly 
from the consumer’s viewpoint, to provide further insights (Beritelli & Schegg, 2016). Also, as per 
Inversini and Masiero (2014), future research can focus on leveraging social media communication 
and exposure (e.g., real-time booking and experience customization) to sell rooms online as the 
integration of offline and online channels.

Lastly, researchers can examine the aspects that consumers consider while selecting an OTA, 
such as social media impact, brand loyalty, and reviews and ratings. They can look into how consumer 
behavior on OTAs is affected by worries about security and trust. This covers problems with bogus 
listings, data privacy, and online payment security.

IMPLICATIONS

This study concluded with various theoretical and practical implications for the service providers, 
scholars, and practitioners engaged in the tourism and hospitality industry.

Theoretical Implications
The authors explored extant literature on OTAs to give a holistic overview of the prior research. 
It is a benchmark for the hotel industry to adopt e-services and balance offline and online service 
experiences (Yang & Leung, 2018). The theoretical implications of this study are as follows:

1.  The study presented the research profile of prior literature on OTAs, which indicates some 
of the important statistics related to the knowledge structure, namely the progression of the 
publications according to year, top contributing authors, and journal publishers. Therefore, the 
study motivates the researchers by presenting the scope of research on the growing domain of 
OTAs. Further, the study contributes a newer perspective on traditional tourism Web sites and 
OTAs by providing a thematical review and synthesis of the advancements made in the field of 
online tourism. Furthermore, the study identifies the areas that still require an in-depth analysis.

2.  The study provides a conceptual framework with respect to customers, establishments, and 
OTAs. The authors developed the framework based on the different insights obtained from the 
SLR. Therefore, this framework contributes to the overall OTA functioning and considers the 
viewpoint of all three dimensions to provide a 360-degree view of the OTAs.

3.  The gaps identified by the SLR provide a direction for future researchers to explore the OTA 
domain with the perspective of interdependency of OTAs and travel establishments, as very few 
studies exist on this perspective. The researchers need to study the collaborative functioning of 
both online and offline distribution channels.

4.  The study will act as a stimulus for research to explore the different aspects of OTAs further, 
since it highlighted the core areas of improvement (i.e., gaps and scope for future research). 
Furthermore, scholars can use the gaps, limitations, and recommendations the authors identified 
in this research to contribute to the unexplored aspects of OTAs effectively.

Practical Implications

1.  Managers, practitioners, service providers, and hoteliers can draw inspiration from the findings 
of this SLR to enhance the online presence of their businesses. They can focus on increasing 
Web site intractability, content information, reviews and feedback, and utilitarian and hedonic 
attributes related to customer stay. This will help the tourism and hospitality industry, in general, 
to achieve customer trust and enhance the overall customer experience and satisfaction level.
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2.  Practitioners can focus on the identified gaps and scope of future research to create personalized 
customer experiences. Furthermore, firms should better understand customer expectations and 
serve them accordingly.

3.  The study will help the tourism establishments identify the right stakeholders, especially the 
profitable customers, as it focuses on OTA functioning concerning customer orientations, 
highlighting the factors of demography, location of travel, and purchasing power. Also, the study 
provides the pricing and revenue management insights, which can help the firms to optimize 
their costs in the relevant areas and thus save expenses.

Scholars and practitioners can delve into the unexplored area of cross-functionalities and 
interdependencies of OTAs by considering a larger sample size.

CONCLUSION

OTAs play a critical role in promoting growth in the tourism industry. Although the body of literature 
on this topic is rising, it is fragmented and chaotic. This study mapped and unified the essential features 
of the OTA area based on a thorough literature review. The study identified the research profile, 
primary core research themes, gaps, and limitations in the preceding literature. Future study directions 
include travel companies’ efforts to improve client retention tactics by assessing repurchase and 
loyalty, implementing service recovery methods, and examining disparities in consumer expectations 
and attitudes between cultures.

Limitations
This study has three main limitations, which researchers should address in future studies. First, in 
their review, the authors found 69 relevant studies. However, more articles could find a fit in the 
study, if the inclusion criteria were broadened. For example, this study did not include conference 
papers, review articles, and dissertation and conceptual papers. Second, the study focused only on 
quantitative studies. Examining the qualitative studies might have provided richer insights into the 
different aspects of OTAs. Thirdly, the authors restricted the identification and selection of studies to 
only two databases, namely, Scopus and Web of Science; more databases could be referred for study 
collection. Despite these limitations, the study allowed to better understand the knowledge structure 
of prior literature on OTAs.

Future Research Directions
Future research can focus on a variety of issues in order to broaden the scope of OTAs. Future 
research could determine the impact of navigation paths and channels on the OTA Web site on the 
visitor’s overall experience and evaluation. Furthermore, researchers may investigate the concept 
of OTA acceptability of new online exposure instruments, such as social media and customer 
communities. There is a growing need to investigate how online and offline pricing systems affect 
client choice diversification. Future research should look into the customer’s view of pricing choices 
and how it relates to service quality. There is a need to research effective Web site operations for 
travel companies in terms of quality and convenience of use, assisting customers in making sensible 
purchasing selections that lead to pleasurable experiences. Other functional elements of Web sites 
that may influence consumer brand experience should be investigated in future studies. Future 
research should look into the impact of Web site brand image on customer loyalty. More study may 
be conducted to establish the impact of e-quality and e-recovery, such as online FAQs, chatbots, 
and contact centers, on consumer behavior such as satisfaction and e-word of mouth. A future study 
could establish the connection between online and offline channels, particularly from the consumer’s 
perspective, to provide more insights. Furthermore, future study might concentrate on utilizing 
social media communication and exposure to offer rooms online as a means of integrating offline 
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and online channels. Studies in these areas can help academics examine the OTA in greater depth 
and contribute to its growth.
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